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Questions: Replies 
Question from Ms Joly, Greens/EFA: 

Will you commit today in this democratic house in front of our 

committee to publicly disclose, even voluntarily, public country by 

country information (like banks do), especially :  

a) where you employ people,  

b) your turnover,  

c) your profits,  

d) your tax paid and  

e) public subsidies you receive ? 

'With regard to the question from Ms Joly, as also stated by Mr Mackinnon during the hearing, HSBC's 

approach on transfer pricing is to ensure that it reflects where the actual economic activity and value 

creation takes place - we do not artificially manipulate profit between countries for tax gain.  We 

believe we should pay our fair share of taxes in the countries in which we operate.  We think it is 

important to have an open and transparent relationship with tax authorities and our stakeholders about 

our tax affairs. To that end, we fully support the CRD IV public country-by-country reporting 

requirement.  The 2014 country by country reporting is currently being audited by KPMG and will be 

released as soon as possible. ' 

Question from Mr De Masi, GUE/NGL: 

Did your company ever pay a fee to or remunerate a third party, be 

this tax advice or auditing firms, or the tax administration of an EU 

member state (see for instance claims made by researchers here 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2685642) 

whereby the payment was in direct relation to the amount of taxes 

saved through the service of that third party? If yes, could you 

please specify in which transactions such a relation existed, who the 

third parties were and which were the amounts involved in terms of 

payments and saved tax for your company? 

'With regard to the question from Mr de Masi, as stated by Mr Mackinnon during the hearing, HSBC 

as a matter of policy does not pay fees to or remunerate a third party, be this tax advisers or auditing 

firms, or the tax administration of an EU member state, whereby the payment is in direct relation to the 

amount of taxes saved through the service of that third party. Indeed we would be concerned in so 

doing that it could lead to inappropriate incentives and advice being given.' 

 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2685642

